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11th Grade US History Teacher’s Guide to:

“The Stand-Ins”
Documentary
Lesson plan by Rolando Duarte, U.S. History teacher,
Austin High School, Austin Texas

This is an 11th grade teacher’s curriculum guide to accompany The Stand-Ins documentary, a short film
about a civil rights protest of movie theater discrimination against African Americans. The studentled protest took place from 1960 to 1961 in Austin, Texas. People’s History in Texas, a non-profit
documentary group based in Austin, produced the 23-minute film with funding from Humanities Texas.
This Teacher’s Guide to The Stand-Ins project is made possible in part by a grant from Humanities Texas, the state affiliate of the National Endowment for the Humanities.

“The Stand-Ins” Documentary Lesson Plan
Teacher:____________________________________________ Date(s)________________ Block:________________
US History — 11th Grade
Civil Rights/1960s
Subject:______________________________________________________
Unit:______________________________

OBJECTIVE(S): U
 S HISTORY TEKS 2(B); 9(A, B, C, D, G, H); 21(A); 23(A, C); 26 (C); 29 (A, B, D, E, G, H); 30(A,
B, C); 32(A, B)
TIME:

PLANS:

MATERIALS/TEXT

10 Minutes

Warm-Up Activity: As students enter classroom they
will draw a card. Student who draw a red playing
card will sit in the front, students who draw a black
card will sit in the back of the classroom. Brief
discussion on privilege.

Deck of Cards

Grouping: all

10 Minutes
Grouping: pairs/alone
15 Minutes

Read essay The Power of Non-Violence by John
Lewis (it’s only 512 words)

Essay: The Power of
Nonviolence (see pages 4-5)

Define vocabulary words together as a class, discuss
what these terms mean.

Grouping: all
5 Minutes

Vocabulary List
(see page 6)

Introduce video by previewing concepts students
will be focusing on while video plays.

Grouping: all
25 Minutes

Watch Video: The Stand-Ins

Grouping: all
10 Minutes

Class debrief/discussion — draw connections
between Lewis essay and the video.

Grouping: all
15 Minutes
Grouping: alone

Video: The Stand-Ins

See potential discussion
questions (see page 6)

Reflection/Write Response to movie — What did
you agree with in the movise? What would you
protest for today? Why?

HOMEWORK:
ASSESSMENT:

Assess writing reflection to determine student engagement, thinking, learning

CLOSURE:
MODIFICATIONS/ACCOMMODATIONS:
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Loose Leaf Paper

The Stand-Ins Extension Activities
To maximize the important elements of the lesson (civic participation and activism), these
activities could be used to enrich or extend The Stand-Ins lesson for high school students.
1) Research a form of protest occurring anywhere in your state (preferably), country, or world. Write
a two page paper using the following questions as a guide/outline. What do the protesters want
to accomplish? What tactics are the protesters using to accomplish their goals? Evaluate the
protest and its methods? Do you agree or disagree with the protest goals and/or protest tactics?
Predict how successful do you think the protest movement will be.
This could be used to teach or evaluate local protests (local issues or elections), nationwide protests
(such as Black Lives Matter or the Tea Party Movement), or fringe protests such as the Oregon
Wildlife Center takeover this past winter. It could also be extended to include protest movements in
other countries, such as those in Hong Kong or the Arab Spring, should this lesson be used in World
Geography or World History.
2) Research an issue or agenda item that will be discussed in a local city council or school board
meeting. Attend the event and speak about your point of view on the given issue. If the local
municipality does not have a meeting scheduled around the time of the lesson, the activity could
be changed to have the student product be a letter to an elected official outlining the student’s
beliefs on an issue.
This could be a useful extension activity for students in small or rural towns with little access to
protests movements or activism that could readily be found in large urban metropolitan areas (such
as Austin, Houston, or Dallas). Civic participation usually starts small, and if students could get
involved locally, hopefully they will expand on that on their own as they grow older.
3) Project a picture of the protest or pause the video on a shot of the protesters standing in line.
Have students reenact the protest by standing in line. It would be highly effective if the picture
or frame in the video also included non-protesters. The re-enactors could then be interviewed by
classmates who were not chosen for the exercise. Interview questions could be used to scaffold
the material and check for understanding. Interviewing non-protesters would open the activity up
for differing opinions or points of view during the Civil Rights Era.
This could be useful for struggling students or for kinesthetic learners. This would get the entire class
involved (re-enactors and interviewers) and can be used as a processing activity to end the lesson.
Including non-protesters would open the activity up to the concepts of perspective and bias, should
the instructor choose to extend the extension activity.
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Vocabulary List
Segregation

Sit In

Jim Crow

Direct Action

Integrate

Potential Discussion Questions
FOR DIRECTLY AFTER VIEWING VIDEO:
1. Summarize what you saw.
2. How did you feel watching the video?
3. What was the main idea?
4. What story in the video resonated with you the most?
5. Was the result of their direct action worth what they had to go through?
PROMPTS BEFORE STUDENT BEGIN WRITING:
1. How was direct action used to affect change during the civil rights movement?
2. How could you use direct action today to affect change?
3. What consequences might you face because of your direct action?

Improvement Notes for Next Year
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